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Abstract
Due to the cost pressure on the health care system an increase in the need for electronic healthcare records (EHR)
could be observed in the last decade because EHRs promise
massive savings by digitizing and centrally providing medical data. As highly sensitive patient information is exchanged and stored within such a system, legitimate concerns about the privacy of the stored data occur, as the lifelong storage of medical data is a promising target for attackers. These concerns and the lack of existing approaches
that provide a sufficient level of security raise the need for
a system that guarantees data privacy and keeps the access
to health data under strict control of the patient. This paper introduces PIPE (Pseudonymization of Information for
Privacy in e-Health), a new EHR architecture for primary
and secondary usage of health data. PIPE’s security model
is based on pseudonymization instead of encryption.
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Introduction

The availability of sound information is essential for
health care providers’ decisions regarding the patients’ care
and thus for the quality of treatment and patients’ health [4].
Therefore, the idea of nation-wide electronic health records
(EHR) has been introduced within the past several years
as a method for improving communication and collaboration between health care providers. On the one hand, implementing EHRs promises massive savings by digitizing
medical data like diagnostic tests and images [8]. On the
other hand, research groups can benefit from the disclosure
of anamnesis data for R&D reasons. Although a centralized
storage could decrease the operational costs of the medical
care system, patients are concerned about their privacy. For
instance, a history about substance abuse or HIV infection
could result in discrimination or harassment.
In this paper, we introduce a new system for the
pseudonymization of health data that differs from existing
approaches in its ability to securely integrate primary and
secondary usage of health data (cf. [3, 6, 7] for a description

of primary and secondary use) and, thus, provides a solution
to security shortcomings of proposed systems. This paper
especially focuses on the description of an administrative
role that holds a backup of the users’ keys and, thus, provides a secure fall-back mechanism, if a smart card has been
lost, stolen, compromised or just worn out. Compared to
existing approaches, our concept does not depend on a patient list, which reflects the association between a patient’s
identification and medical data or a breakable algorithm. Instead, we base our architecture PIPE (Pseudonymization of
Information for Privacy in e-Health) on a layered structure
that guarantees that the patient is in full control of her data.
This concept can be used as an extension to EHR applications but also as basis for national EHR initiatives.
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System Description

The set of users U in our system PIPE is divided into
the roles patient, relative, health care provider and operator. The data owner - as demanded by many legal acts
(cf. [2, 9]) - is the patient (A ∈ A), who is in full control
of her datasets. Every patient may permit one or more relatives (B ∈ B) to access all of her anamnesis data. Health
care providers (C ∈ C) are another instance which can be
authorized to read or append a subset of the patient’s medical data.
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Table 1. Definition of System Attributes

Moreover, administrative roles, which we named opera-

Figure 1. PIPE security hull architecture

tors (O ∈ O), exist for the purpose of system maintenance.
As we use smart cards in PIPE, these operators share the
secrets of the patients to establish a back-up mechanism for
worn-out, destroyed, compromised or lost smart cards. Table 1 provides an overview of the cryptographic keys and
used abbreviations of our approach. The notation K stands
for a key, K −1 for a private key. For example the inner
b −1 . The identifiprivate key of an operator is defined as K
O
cation as well as the anamnesis data is held in the storage
St, which further acts as the secured keystore. Figure 1
provides an overview of the PIPE’s security hull architecture (cf. [10]), which is controlled by a central logic module. The users’ secrets are distributed amongst the different
hulls. In other words, every hull is made of one or more
users’ keys or hidden relations between users, other users
and their data. The secret of a specific hull can solely be
accessed with the appliance of the plain-text secrets from
the next outer hull. The anamnesis datasets ϕi , which are
each identified with j pseudonyms ψij , can only be read or
changed by using the inner symmetric key K U .
(
n
ψij 7→ ϕi

o
KU

bU
K

key with her outer private key after authenticating against
her smart card. Secondly, she uses her inner private key
to decrypt her inner symmetric key. With the appliance of
her inner symmetric key she consequently gets access to her
medical data via the encrypted pseudonyms.
Pipe’s hull architecture allows two different types of authorization. On the one hand, users may equip someone
(e.g., a relative) with full access to their data by sharing
their inner private key. In that case, the relatives store the
user’s inner private key encrypted with their inner public
key. On the other hand, it is possible to permit access
for health care providers to specific anamnesis by appending pseudonyms to datasets. To avoid data mining in the
storage, pseudonyms are unique for any patient-health care
provider-anamnesis combination and thus prevents the creation of patient’s profiles.
In our opinion, this approach can be considered secure,
but lacks a fall-back mechanism, if a patient for instance
looses her smart card. Hence, there is the need to assure
that a system’s participant still gets access to her datasets in
such a case.
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We give an example for the encryption sequence for an
user’s data in equation (1). The user’s inner private key
b −1 in the inner hull — or user permissions layer of the
K
U
user U — has been previously encrypted with the user’s
outer public key KU , which is stored on her smart card.
The smart card, which itself is secured with a PIN code, is
the security token of the outer hull or authentication layer.
Moreover, the inner symmetric key K U is held encrypted
with the inner public key. Therefore, if a user wants to read
her anamnesis data, she first of all decrypts her inner public
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The Secure Backup Keystore

As the users must be provided with a backup mechanism
in case they do not possess a working smart card, we introduce a new solution to securely backup the user’s inner
private key. To ease restoring backup keys, we propose the
usage of a centralized key storage, accessible for the operators. One possibility to assure confidentiality of this backup
key storage is to use a role-based access control model to assign and control the operators’ permissions. As role-based
access control models can be compromised, by-passed or
the administrative users may suffer, for example, a social-

engineering attack [5], the demand arises to encrypt the keystore itself [10] and to share the responsibility of restoring
a certain user’s key between several persons. Therefore, we
applied Shamir’s threshold scheme [11] together with encryption in our prototype to avoid misuse of the users’ keys
and consequently of the users’ data.
b −1 are automatically diAll users’ inner private keys K
U
−1
b ) upon creation. These shares
vided into n shares σι (K
U
are distributed randomly and independently amongst the operators. We define the set of operators assigned to hold a
part of a certain user’s key On ⊂ O and the subset of operators necessary to unveil a certain user’s key Ok ⊆ On . The
delta between the number of assigned operators and necessary operators may be seen as backup operators, because
one operator could not be available for immediate recoverage of a certain user’s key. Following Shamir [11], it is not
possible to compute the key with k − 1 shares, but if an attacker is able to bribe b ≥ k operators, she may succeed in
unveiling a certain user’s identity. Equation (2) states the
probability of guessing at least k operators to reconstruct
the secret for a specific user under the condition that the operators do not know for whom they are holding shares. This
probability is hypergeometrically distributed.
P (k ≤ X ≤ n) =
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Equation (2) is based on the constraint that the operators
do not know (i) the identity of the users for whom they
b −1 ) and (ii) which operators are
hold secret shares σι (K
U
their counterparts to calculate the whole key. We concealed
the association between the operators and a certain user
by providing our logic module with a symmetric key KL ,
which will be firstly used to encrypt the identifiers and the
secret shares, before the operators apply their keys to veil
the secrets. Only with knowledge of KL , it is possible for
the operators to find out for which user they have been
assigned, but she still need more operators to rebuild the
shared secret.
In order to rebuild a lost smart card with access to
the user’s inner private key, the user identifies against an
operator. The following section introduces the workflow of
recovering a lost key.
1: O → L:{Uid }
It is not necessary that this operator has to hold a part
of this user’s inner private key. In fact, she just initiates
the recovering process by sending a message to the logic
module.
Necessary operations: proof user’s identity

2: L → O: {Uid }KL ∀ O

The central logic module broadcasts a message to all operators O with an encrypted version of the user’s identifier Uid because, as mentioned in the previous section, the
logic module key KL has been used to envelope the identifier first.
Necessary operations: encrypt user’s identifier
o
n
∀O
3: O → L → St: {Uid }KL K
O
Upon receipt, all operators query their backup keystore
via the central logic module by encrypting these ciphertexts
with the particular operator’s inner symmetric key K O .
With this message the logic module is able to find out which
operator possesses a user’s key share.
Necessary operations: encrypt shares by |O| operators
)
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After querying the double encrypted ciphertexts against
the storage, the logic module receives associated double encrypted key shares and forwards them to the assigned operators.
Necessary operations: |O| SQL select statements
n
o 
−1
b
5: O → L: σι (KU )
∀ On
KL

The next step is that all assigned operators decrypt their
particular shared secrets with their inner symmetric key K O
and transmit it to the logic module. The logic module is
now able to decrypt these shares with its key KL and consequently to combine the parts. As soon as the logic module
receives the shares from a minimum number of k necessary
operators, the user’s inner private key can be re-calculated
by applying Shamir’s threshold scheme (cf. [11]).
Necessary operations: decrypt a maximum of |On | key
shares, apply threshold scheme

n
o
−1
b
6: L → St: KU
KU 0

Afterwards, the logic module retrieves a new outer key
pair (KU 0 , KU−10 ) from the storage which will replace the
outer keys (KU , KU−1 ) of the lost smart card. The logic
module uses the new outer public key to encrypt the user’s
inner private key. The logic module saves this ciphertext
in the storage and initiates the smart card production. To
avoid replay-attacks the storage moreover deletes the operator shares and their relations to the user.
Necessary operations: generate new asymmetric key
pair, encrypt user’s inner private key
(
)
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Subsequently, the logic module randomly chooses On
assigned operators and uses the threshold scheme to divide

the user’s inner private key into n shares. Once more, all
shares will be double-enveloped. Firstly, the logic module
applies its key KL and secondly, encrypts the gained cipherb O of the selected
texts with the certain inner public keys K
operators. These encrypted secret shares will then be transmitted to the operators. Moreover, the logic module applies
the same encryption procedures to the user’s ID Uid and
transfers this ciphertext to the operators, too.
Necessary operations: apply threshold scheme, encrypt
shares and user’s identifier twice for On operators
)
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Upon receipt, the assigned operators decrypt their particular shares and the user’s identifier with their inner private
b −1 . Then they encrypt both attributes again with
keys K
O
their inner symmetric keys K O and return these ciphertexts
to the logic module which saves them in the storage.
Necessary operations: decrypt and encrypt the key
shares and the user’s identifier for On operators; |On | SQL
insert statements to store the ciphertexts in the database
With this workflow, we provide the recovery scenario for
lost or destroyed smart cards. We assure that after a strong
identification task, the user’s smart card can be replaced.
Moreover this scenario may be used to quickly lock compromised smart cards.
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Conclusions and Further Work

Electronic health records do not only promise a significant reduction of the costs for managing medical information, they also achieve a higher level of service quality for
patients [1]. As highly sensitive data is stored and handled
in nation-wide medical systems, there is an increasing demand for assuring the patients’ privacy in order to avoid
misuse. Although several approaches for the realization of
EHRs exist, the security of these systems is often too weak
to assure confidentiality of life-long medical data storage.
This especially holds for their dependence on a centralized
patient-pseudonyms list, a life-long pseudonym or the concealment of an algorithm. Based on these shortcomings, we
introduced the secure architecture PIPE for both primary
and secondary usage of health-related data. As users in our
system possess smart cards as security tokens, this papers
especially focused on introducing a secure fall-back mechanism, if a smart card has been lost, stolen, compromised
or just worn out. Therefore, we proposed an administrative
role who holds a backup of the users’ keys. Moreover, we
applied a threshold scheme based on Shamir’s secret sharing to securely divide the backup keys between the operators in order to assure inner system’s security. Our system
assures that a patient is in full control of her data with the

maximum of gainable security, achieved by applying authorization on encryption, in- and outside the system as well as
for all communication.
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